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This invention relates to arti?cial media suitable for 
the propogation of electromagnetic waves and more par 
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The re?ection c'oe?icient at the interface between 11° and 
' nm but looking into nm is 

10, 

ticularly to media in which the dielectric constant and _' . 
hence both the intrinsic propagation constant and the in 
trinsic characteristic impedance may be readily varied. 
An object of this invention is to provide dielectric 

media in which the dielectric constant can be varied by 
the application of an external force thereby making possi 
ble ( 1) a change in the velocity of propagation inside‘ 
the medium and (2) a change in the re?ection and trans 
mission coe?icients at its interfaces. 
One of the favored theories of dielectric media assumes 

that there are present in the medium resonators so con 
stituted that they are able to pick up and re-radiate a 
portion of any wave power that may be passing. The 
process of pick up and subsequent re-radiation entails 
a redistribution of the relative energy residing in the 
electric and magnetic components in any wave power. 
that may be passing. From one point of view it is per 
missible to say that re-radiation entails a loss in time ‘and 
accordingly Wave power transmitted through the medium 
appears to have traveled more slowly than if no resona 
tors were present. More especially, the velocity has been 
reduced and accordingly the apparent index of refraction, 
that is, the ratio of the velocity in free space to the 
velocity in the medium, has been increased by the presence 
of the resonators. From an alternate point of view it is 
permissible to regard the presence of the resonators as 
having altered the ratio of the electric and magnetic 
components in wave power that may be passing through. 
the medium. This is equivalent to saying that the pres 
ence of resonators has altered the intrinsic characteristic 
impedance of the medium and hence waves incident upon 
an interface of such a medium will be re?ected accord 
ingly. This invention relates to a method whereby either 
the velocity of propagation may be altered or the re?ec 
tion and transmission coef?cients at an incident interface’ 
may be altered. 
The velocity of propagation for free space is given by 

1 
vo=— ( 1) 

'\/ e clue 
The velocity in any particular insulator is 

1 . 
v = (2) 
m '\/€ 01106 r 

Hence the index of refraction is 

n=li=\/?, (s) 
cm a . 

The intrinsic impedance for free space is given by _ , 

7,,= §=377 ohms (4.) 
For a particular insulating medium 7 I 
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The transmission coe?icient at the interface between. I 
1),, and am but looking into nm is 

Numerous arti?cial dielectric media have already been 
proposed. One was suggested by Lindemanin Ann. D... 
Phys., volume 63, No. _7, pages v621 through 644, De'cern- ‘ 
ber 1, 1921. Other more recent'media were‘described 
by W. E. Kock in the Bell System Technical Journal, 
volume 27, No. 1, pages 58 through 82, Ianuary'1948; 
One form of arti?cial medium comprises a’number- of 

resonators suspended in space. These resonators may be 
spheres of appropriate diameter or they may be discs or ‘ 
rectangles or simply wires of the proper length. -In the 
latter case, the apparent dielectric constant is greatest ' 
when lines- of electric force-of the incident Wave power a 
lie parallel to the axis of the wire and least when they are 
perpendicular‘ thereto. The apparent dielectric constant 
of the arti?cial medium depends on thenumber of resona 
tors per unit volume'and also on their proximity to reso 
nance. Speci?cally, the dielectric constant e, is given by 

e,-_e,,—iv-Nafo+fz (9) 
where so is the dielectric constant of the medium in the 
absence of resonators, N is the number of resonators per 
unit volume, on is a form factor depending on whether the ' 
resonators are spheres, discs, cylinders, or ellipsoids, id is 
the resonant frequency and f is the operating frequency. ~ 
Normal operating frequencies are usually below the re-‘ 
sonant frequency, a ?gure of l v . ‘ 

7 _Li f_ 2 

being representative. 1 In this region, the apparent'index 
of refraction does not vary rapidly with frequency. 

It is of interest thatvin the vicinity of resonance, the 
. effective dielectric constant passes rather quickly from’ 

50 

very high values to very low values. Theoretically, at 
least, it may approach zero or may even assume a nega- , 
tive value. The possibility of using unusual values of 
dielectric constant in connection with this invention is 

I: fully recognized, and it is obvious that such uses will be 
within the spirit and scope of this invention. 7 

"55 
' be rotated to a prescribed angle by any convenient means ~ 
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The invention herewith rests not primarily in the use 
of suspended resonators, but rather in the use of res 
onators that are asymmetrical in shape and which may 

such as, for'example, the superposition of an external 
?eld, either magnetic or electric. By this means it be 
comes possible not only to vary er, but also to set upar 
rangements to vary-the velocity of propagation (Equa 
tion 2),,the intrinsic impedance (Equation 5), and also 
the re?ection and transmission coe?'icients at any inter 
face (Equ'ationso, 7 and 8). v ' . .l - 

An elemental resonator suitable for use in this special 
arti?cial'me'dium may consist of an equilateral paral- . 

.lelo'gram cut from sheet metal and suspended on an axis 
perpendicular to the principal plane. Alternatively,the 
resonant element may be an ellipse. -‘The ratio 'of the 
lengths of the major'and minor axes of the rectangular, . 
or elliptical ?gure determines the‘ degree ofaas'ymmetry’. 
Bey “asymmetry? ismseant a lack of symmetry about an ' 
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axis perpendicular to the plane of the element result 
ing'in' a con?guration having axes of unequal length in 
the plane of the element. A representative ratio is two, 
but ,the ratio may be‘as much as four or more. A bet 
tef understanding of 'thc'invention will'best be gained, 
however, from a consideration of the following descrip 
tion given in connection with the accompanying draw 
ings, in which i ' ‘ 

Figs. 1A and 1B show planand side views of a res: 
onator forming a part of the invention; 

Figs. 2A and 2B show plan and side views of a hous 
ing for the resonator of Fig. 1; 

Figs. 3A, 3B and 30 show alternative shapes for the 
resonator shown in Fig. 1; 

Figs. 4A and 4B show two states of the same medium 
utilizing 3. .nlllllber of individual -. resonators; I 

Fig: 5“ shows. an illustrative means for orienting the 
resonator ofEig. l; V V _ 

Fig. 6 refers to means ,for, rotating elemental resonar 
tors; I _ 

Fig. ,7 shows. a structure by which the coefficients of 
re?ection and transmission may be varied; 

Fig.8’ shows schematically‘ how Fig. 7 may be used 
to switch wave power; 

Figs. 9A and 9B show an application. of my invention 
to prism refractors; and ‘ 

Figs. 10A; and 103 show an application ofmy inven 
tion to wave, lenses for varyingthe focal lengthoithe. 
lens. 

Referring now in particular to the drawings. where, by. 
way of example, a particular embodiment of the. inven 
tion is shown in Figs. 1A and. 113, a metal resonator 11 
is mounted on a thin rod or axle 12 which serves as an 
axis of rotation. For resonator 11, iron is a preferred 
material but only for the’ reason that iron elements may 
easily berotated to any desired angle merely byimpress 
ing a suitable external magnetic ?eld. In order to re 
duce the. high frequency resistivity. of the iron it may be 
plated with copper or silver. Rod 12 should preferably 
be a low-loss insulator of-relatively low. dielectric con 
stant. The. metal resonator complete with-1 axle is then 
mounted in a thin pill-box compartment '13 provided» 
with bearings 24 for supporting the axis of the element 
as illustrated in Figs. 2A and 2B. The two-piece com 
partment is made of a thini‘wpalled moulding compound 
of low dielectric loss suchmas polystyrene and is so,.'de-_ 
signed that it can be made very cheaply on a‘ quantity 
production basis. The ?nished element, consisting of 
resonator, axis and support, when assembled, closely 
resembles an ordinary'pocket compass ‘except in_ this 
casetheeneedle need not necessarily be permanently mag 
netized. These elements are mounted in close proxi 
mity to one another’in a'thin layer of polyfoarn ‘as sug 
gested by Figs. 4A and 4B. A number of’ these. layers 
stacked together constitute ‘the arti?cial dielectricmedi 
um. 

Alternate designs for the resonator include conductors 
other‘ than iron and also insulators. If insulators‘are 
used the dielectric 'constant'should preferablybe very 
high, in which case the‘ elements may be brought to‘ 
their proper ‘orientation by the superpositionof a strong“) 
electric ?eld. It is of interest‘ that‘the above principles 
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apply also to the case where conditions inthejartiticial; 
medium‘ are reversed, ’ Morep'articularly, my’ invention 
applies to an‘ arti?cial medium inwhich elements of'low 
dielectric constant are suspended in a medium, ‘which 
would otherwise have a high dielectric constant. Al 
ternate‘ shapes for resonator 11 are shownjn Figs. 3A, 
3Band3C. “ " '. 1 _ 

The length of‘the resonator llpsuggested above is‘ not 
critical. For a: wavelengtht'of. ten centimeter-s,‘ it vmay, for . 
example,‘ he of” the order of 2.5 centimeters; orapproXl: 
mately one inch.’ “For; shorter'wa lengths, ‘thefiiietal, ‘ 
element ‘should be proportionately ‘smallerimlf ‘the con? 
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ducting element is coated with a medium of high dielec 
tric constant'the conductor may be made stillsmaller. 

In a suggested embodiment of this invention, the ele 
ments 11 are suspended in space with their axes of rota 
tion parallel to the direction of wave propagation. For 
best e?ect these elements should be in close proximity 
to one another. They maybe arranged in plane layers, 
such as the ‘layer shown in Figs. 4A and 4B. These 
?gures show two conditions (a) and. (b) which represent 
two opposite orientations. of the resonators‘ in a layer 
relative to the electric‘ vector E in the incident wave 
power. " i 

In the ?rst case (a), theelectric vector E lies parallel 
to the major axis of‘ each aligned resonator and in this 
condition between the. tips of the, resonators there is a 
dense concentration of lines of electric force. Though 
this represents an instantaneous state as the wave passes, 
it nevertheless correspondsto stored electrostatic. energy, 
or, more accurately, added electric: displacement density 
D relative to the applied electric intensity E. Accord‘: 
ingly, the effective dielectric‘constant.~ ' ‘ ‘ ' 

. e :23 
1 E 

is greateron the average than that for the space without 
resonators. 

In the second base (b), the electric vector E lies per 
pendicular to the major axis of each aligned resonator 
and in this case the tips across which lines of electric 
force reside are now more widely separated. Thus, the 
stored energy between tips is less than before and ac 
cordingly the effective dielectric constant 

€gf=‘% 
is now less. The effective dielectric constant of the 
medium may therefore be altered merely by changing‘ 
the orientation of the individual resonators by any con 
venient means. Itshould be obvious that if the resona 
tors are oriented to an angle intermediate between that 
shown in condition (a) ‘and that in (b) the effective di 
electric constant will be altered accordingly. This con 
stant may be expected to vary more or less in accordance 
with the cosine of the angle. It will be seen that the two 
values of the dielectric constant 61 and s2 depend on, the 
ration of the major and minor axes of the parallelogram 
which comprises the resonator 11. In the extreme’case 
in which the needle is a slender wire, 62 may be relatively 
small and the ‘ratio of e1 to 62 may be correspondingly 
large. ' ' - 

The discussion above centers about a single layer in 
the medium. " As already indicated, the composite me 
dium may consist of'a'multiplicity of such layers. As 
should be evident, the over-a1 medium may be shaped 
to ?t‘ a’ wide range of ‘conditions. For example, it may 
be made, in the shape of a prism for bending a narrow 
po'rtioriof the wave front. ‘Alternatively, it may be made 
into a lens for bringing a plane wave to a focus or it 
may be made cylindrical for use in a wave guide. In 
the latter case in particular, 'it becomes possible to taper 
the dielectric constant on either side so that there will 
be no abrupt discontinuity. and accordingly no serious 
reflection from either face. A number of uses for this 
type of an arti?cal medium suggest themselves. Others, 
less obvious, will be described ‘below.’ ‘ ' ‘ i 

If a cylinder of this arti?cial dielectric is placed in a 
cylindrical wave guide carrying the dominant type of 

' - wave andthe active ‘elements or resonators are randomly 

75 

oriented ‘relative to the electric vector of the advancing 
wave, the two equal components into which incident 
wave power may be regarded as resolved will be slowed 
up by substantially the same amount and hence thewave 
will remain plane-polarized. If, however, the active ele 
ments are alignedrby any‘suitable means there are pro 
duced a variety of e?ec'ts' as'follows. 



. 5 . ‘ , 

If the elements are aligned along the electriclvector 
of the advancing wave, the wave .will travel with a ve 
locity of" ' j . ‘ a " 

. v _ k _ 

.1“ 

where k isja constant depending-on‘ the" units chosen. 
Hence, by_properly adjusting”. the length‘ofthe medium, 
any desired phase difference may be introduced relative‘ 
to that that would have prevailed had no medium been 
introduced. ~ . ' . ; 1 .p ‘_ ' 

If the elements are aligned in a direction perpendicular 
to the electric vector, the wave will travel with a velocity 

62 

Hence for the same length as above there will be a dif 
ferent phase delay. ' ' I I ' ' 

If the elements are aligned 45 ‘degrees relative to the 
electric vector the two components will travel with dif 
ferent‘velocities v1 and v2 andby a suitable'choiceof 
lengths, any degree of ellipticity in polarization may be 
achieved including linear and circular polarization. It is 
particularly signi?cant thathavingestablished a, given 
state of polarization,’ say circular, it‘ is possible .to rotate 
the individual resonators to produce other degrees of 
ellipticity including horizontally plane-polarized waves 
and vertically plane-polarized waves.’ " i ' 

If instead of a circular guide‘arectangular guide is 
used and the’ latter is'proportioned so as to propagate 
but one component wave,‘then the .tran'smitted'wave will 
always be plane-polarized with its electric vector parallel 
to the short side of the guide.__ The velocity of this. single 
wave will be varied as the elemental ‘resonators are ro 
tated. Also the longitudinal impedance of the guide may‘ 
be varied and substantial re?ection effects ‘may ‘be pro 
duced. ’ ' I -‘ -' 

Fig. 5 ‘shows a convenient means for orienting resona 
tors 11 in-the event these resonators are madefof mag 
netic material. The means illustrated here consists of 
two pairs of electromagnets N1-_-S1 and Nye-S2 aligned 
with respect to each other so that twoisteady-state ‘orthog 
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onal magnetic fields can be generate'din-‘the' region sur- 7‘ 
rounded by the magnets. _By>varying the strengthcof 
these ?elds any desired orientation of the magnetic re'so 
nators can be obtained. It should be‘ understood, how 
ever, that in the event resonators“lljareinon-magnetic, 
other suitable’rneans' for rotating ‘them shall. ‘be; used in 
place of this magnetic means; - _. 

Figure 6 shows a waveguide containingalmatched sec 
tion of arti?cialdielectric of the kind-already ‘described. 
The medium is now surrounded by ’two-_-0rth'ogonally 
placed pairs of magnets 15, 15 and '16,’ 16 as before but 
this time they are energized by a two-phase ‘alternating 
magnetic ?eld in such away that the'ass'emblage of ele-' 
mental resonators rotates in space. The'rate of rotation. 
is numerically equal ‘to-the frequency of the two-phase 
energizing current. Alternatively, three-phase alternating 
?elds may be used in accordancewith standard engineer 
ing practiceL‘ Rotation of the resonators may also be ac 
complished by transmitting" through the'medium' circu 

50 

6 
medium described above, one is speedcd up in its ‘rotation. » 
while the other is retarded. Uponrecombination after] 
passing through a ‘given length of ‘such a rotating medium, 7 
the resultant appears to have been rotated in space. ‘This 
method ofrrotating the planeof polarization is somewhat 
analogous to the mechanism believed'to be operative in 
the‘so-called‘ferrites. Thus‘the rotation effects observed ' 
are"nonrecip‘rocal in'their behavior and‘ like the ferrites ; , 
they' ‘make possible a‘large variety of useful‘icircuit 7 ~ 
eletnents.- ' , 

- Thus ‘ far 7 the 

magnetic 'waves; In most practical cases-it is dii?cult in 
arti?cial dielectric media to spin'the elemental resonators 
suf?ciently' fast to produce an appreciable rotation in the 
plane of’ polarization. It seems reasonable, however, to 
expect ‘that with improvement this difficulty may be 
corrected.v - - _ ' r ' ‘ 

It is of interest that by substituting for the very fast 
moving electromagnetic waves thermuch slower moving 
waves: of sound the planeof polarization may be rotated 
even with the above-described apparatus in its present 
state of development; qOrdinarily, sound waves in ?uids 
‘have no transverse components either: of pressure or par 
ticle-velocity but when con?ned to, pipes there may be" 
set up, as the resultants of multire?ections of zig-za'g'corri-ar 
pression waves, very substantial transverseIe'o’mp'onjents.v 
It is these waves that are utilized in the method here‘dei' ' 
scribed; ,It is of interest that we may transmit through 
the'medium‘circularly polarized electromagnetic waves 
and use these to'rotate the resonators thereby rotating‘ the 
plane of polarization of any‘transverse sound waves that 
may be; present. An-alternate method of rotating'the 
plane‘of polarization of'a-transverse sound wave was 
describedlbyi W. E. Kock, application, Serial No.‘ 323,175,’ 
?led November 29, 1952. _ _ 
"The foregoing disclosure illustrates how variations in 
the effective dielectric constant of the mediurn'maybe 
.varied‘ tomodify the velocity of propagation; In‘this 
case it was recognized'that re?ections may take place at i ' 
the incident interface but suitable tapering was'invoked 
as a means of keeping this to a minimum. Techniques 
for accomplishing this result are ‘well known and need not 
be reviewed at this time.’ ,We now consider cases where 
we make a virtue ofrre?ection losses. More particularly 
we use the change in e?ectivedielectric constant as de 
scribed above as a means 'of varying therintri'nsic imped 
ance of, the medium and vhence there?ection coe?icient . 

‘ at its interfaces. - ‘ ' ' 

‘I show as Fig. 7 a section of waveguide 17 containing 
. a ‘plug 18 of arti?cial dielectric'of the kind‘ described 

' above. “ It is’ assumed that the re?ecting interfaces corre— i. 
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larly polarized electromagnetic waves, the ‘wave itself 7. 
causing the rotation. Such a method of rotationflends 
itself toueifecting the transmission of waves other than 
high frequency"electromagnetic waves, thusieffects on . ‘ 

the -.transmission" _o:f'_'soi1nd_fwaves' maybe accomplished; 
It Qissigni?eant that’the"rotatinggcon?gurationiof reso'na: . 

' torsemayébeiusediogotate theiplaneofpolarization of"v 
any plane-polarizedjiwaves3that"mayibe passing through 
the medium. '7 Y I ‘x . ~ 

_It was shown years ago that'ia. plane-polarized 
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wave isfequivalent to two circularly polarized waves,'o‘ne 1 - 
rotating“ clockwise’ and the other counter-clockwise; 
When these vtwo components ‘pass through. the rotating 75 

i the} length of‘ the 

sponding to the two .ends ‘of the plug are- each plane .sur‘ 
faces perpendicular'to'the axisof the guide. It is further 
assume’drthat the unit resonators maybe-oriented as de 
sired‘by a mechanism like that already shown in Fig. _5. - ' 

- If thef'resonators are oriented to‘ give an effective dielectric > 
, constant 62‘ corresponding tojthe‘lowergof the two limits 
available‘, ‘it may be expectedto‘Tproduce' anappreciable . 
re?ection coef?cient at, the two.interfaces. If this is 
undesirable,‘ it may be cancelled byiintrodurcing near each 
end" an jris diaphragm 19, 19701:‘ suitable diameter and 
spacing. .v Under'this condition the coef?cient of transmis 
sionrwilljbe substantially unity. 1 ' ‘ " ‘ ' 

'If next'we reorient thetelemejntary resonators toYpro 
'' duce the higher dielectric constant e1, then. a very substan- '‘ 

.' V-tial re?ectiorr'coe?icient Will‘appearQand the'tcoe?icient - 

ofv transmissioniiwill be ‘reduced accordinglyqg’ Since re? i?ecrtionsgtake' place'frorn b'othjends, of ‘the plug we, should ‘ 
preferablyadjust'the length of the plug so that the'two, 
re?ected componentsappear on the incident side in.the I 
same phase. This favorable ‘condition will’obt'ain when ' 

plug is' e'qualpto an odd 'numberjof 
quarter'waves. 

above methods havelbeen described ‘as’? - ~ 
though they were applicable only‘ to transverse electro- ~ 



‘ material.‘ - . 

assasao 

11: will ‘be evident that circuit ccmrsaeats. likethatiilst 
“described are, in .e?ect, Wave switches antltliéy mayibé 
used. in a variety. qflway‘s- One .simPlesxai?plsit illli’si 
trated in Fig. 8 where _~w_ave power'from "la-guide A'is 
transferred ,in- any desired prgportionttogeither'(guide 

described areplasled in all??? ‘an Quill?‘ @9iFt50i1tf51, 
circuits so wired that oneuunit ropcnslasgp cc other closes. 
‘Eigures9A-and 9B are illustratiye of application of 

this invention to a retracting" prism 21, whereby the re 
rrac?rele?ests @tthe Qrisaimay be .variw- In Fig! 9A, 
the elements '11 areshown oriented with respect to the 
electric vector of the incident wave in such a'manner as 
to ‘have alarge index of retraction; Thatlislthe dielectric 
constant of the ‘medium, i. a, prism, is a and 
the incident wave will undergora change in direction as 
shown. If _it;is desired to decrease thefrefract_ivee§ect,> 
the elements 11 may be rotated in any suitable: manner 
to vary the dielectric constant in the manner hereinbe'fore 
described._ Fig. ,_9B shows the elements rotated to the"? 
position where the dielectric‘ constant of the prism,- and 
hence the index of refraction; is at a. minimum. -'j - ’ 

Thejsame principles'of operation may'hbe utilized in 
the case of a lens or ‘focusing element 22 to vary the focal 
‘length thereof- Q-Fis-‘lOA ShQWS'Ihe slems?tsrlllin the 

' ashort focal lengthfposition for a converging lens, that is, 
the refractive index’ issreatest- ‘The focal ‘length may be 
inerearsed'topa maximunras ‘shown in ‘Fig. 10B rota 
Ytion of the elements 11, in .the same manner as discussed 
in connection‘ WithiEigsLQA-and 93. An interesting fact 
‘to be noted withrrespect to Figs‘; 10A and 10B is that ‘a 
continuously variable focal‘ length; lens maybe had. by 
application of a rotating magnetici?eld. ' t 

,The above description is given in illustration and not 
intlimitation of the vinventirm. It should be understood 

15 
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in particular that the shapes and spacings of the individual ‘ 
resonators are not limitedrtoi‘those shown but may include 
others as well. It shouldbe understood also thatwhile 
described in connection‘with transverse electromagnetic 
waves,_ this vrnethodapplies quitegenerallylto all types/‘of ‘ wave motion including’ particularly ‘sound ‘waves- propa 

h). 

gated through ?uids enclosed .in pipes havingiigid walls’. _ 
Various changes and modifications in the invention and 
in the ways ofcutilizingitiwill ‘occur to those skilled inlthe 
art andrthese changes or modi?cationstmay be made :with in 5 

out departing’. from the'jspiritior'i'scope of theulinventi-on , 
asset forth in the appended claims. ' 
Whats plateaus ' ' 1 . a = » 

1. An electromagnetic wave transmission medium com; 
prising one orlmore layers of composite imaterialfand‘ 
havingadielectric‘constant, each of said'ijlayers including 

0 

alnumber of'individual rotatable-‘element's lyingsubstan- ' 
tially in a plane and spaced apart. therein, ‘each element 
having an axis ‘of rotation perpendicular to. saidfp'lane; 
each elementformed by a piece of‘ materialiha'ving “an 
asymmetrically. shaped‘ Surface perpendicular to the di7 
rection of wave propagation 'thro11gh":said medium}? 
and means for orientingleach of said elements'irelative f 
to the electric’ field of 'a‘ wave propagatinglthrbugh'isaid 
medium :wherebyit'he effective dielectric constant of said 
medium ‘can be varied in accordance Witha signal. ‘ i i 

2. electromagnetic Wave transmission vmediurrniasi 
claimedin claim 1 in whichiatrle'ast ‘some’ of ‘said Qel‘c'? 
ment‘s'arethin diam-ond'shapedpiec'es of magnetic meal. 

3. An “electromagnetic “wave, transmission , medium] as 
claimedhinwclaim,11in which'iatllea's‘t some of said‘ elements I 
are’thin piecesdtjf {high ljiiielectricrix ‘ 

4.QAn electromagnetic ‘wave’ transmission ‘ medium v"as 
claimed- in claim 1 in which the 'individuali‘eletn' n s iii‘ 
each layer are uniformly spaced apart. i '5. Au' electromagnetic wave transmission 'mediuml'as 

claimed in claim ly in which the ratio of. length toiwidth 
of atleast'some 'of “said elements is greater than 'one'. 

6. An electromagnetic wave transmission-mediumas 

' gatibnf constant;,;ea H 'of individual rotatable ents‘. ylng 70 
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claimed in claim \1; in which ~at least ‘some of. said elements 
aliejénipr?c?lly §hapgdlm .i t 
\7QA'nHeIec'troma'giieti'c wave transmission medium as 

claimed in claim 1 in which each of said layers of com‘ 
posite material is spaced from an adjacent layer of said 
material in the direction of'wav‘e propagation. 

'8. An electromagnetic wave transmission medium com 
prising one‘: or hf‘n'iore‘ layers "of composite material ‘and 
having a dielectric"constant,--;éachof said layers includ 
ing' a‘ number bf ‘rotatable elements l’ying“ substantially 
in a plane-"and spaced‘v apart thereinf'each element having 
an-axis of rptationperpendicularto said plane; each ele 
riient formediby apiece of material’having 'anf'asymmetri 
cally"shaped‘ surface‘v perpendicular 'to' the direction of 
wave propagation through said medium, and means com 
prising a magnetic ?eld for orienting each of said ele 
ments relative to the electric ?eld of a wave propagating 
through said medium whereby thee?fective dielectric con 
stant of said medium can be varied in accordance with a 
signal; '1 ' ,w ' ‘ 1" - ' 

"'9. An electromagnetic wave transmissionrmedium as 
claimed in claims injwhich the magnetic ?eldiis a con 
tiriuously'rotating ?eld.‘ -. ' " a 1 I V 

" 10. An‘ electromagnetic wave transmission medium ‘for 
altering-the direction of propagation of'wave energy in 
cident thereu'ponpco‘mprising a prism shaped‘ member of 
composite“ material ahaving a dielectric constant, said 
material comprising-aplurality of asymmetrically shaped 
rotatable elements having axesof rotation Parallel to ‘the 
direction 'of?gv'ave zprop'agation through; said‘ prism, and 
means for variablyworienting‘said- elements relative tothe 
wave‘ en’ergyvwherebyzthe index ‘of ‘refraction of said 
prism is varied.- I‘ ' "1 fr‘ ‘ ‘ i" 

‘ ' 11. An electromagneticwave transmissign mcdiumdfor 
focusing‘ wave ; energy?incident thereupon comprising a 
convex 2lens shapcd'mernber of composite material having 
a‘dielectric‘ constant, said material comprising a?plurality ' 
of asymmetrically shaped rotatable elements having aires 
ofrrotatipn'pa‘rallel- vto the direction of waveupropa‘gauon 
'therethrou'gh, and means for variably orienting ‘said ele 
‘ments relativeto the wave ‘energy whereby the focallength 
of the lens shapedmelmbcriis varied. ‘ i > 

; 12; An electromagnetic wave transmission medium ac 
cording'to'c1aim_-lf1iwherein thepmepans *for variably ‘orient 
ing said ‘elements comprises‘ a continuously‘ rotating mag 
netic ?eld whereby-‘the focal ‘lengthofthe lens shaped 
member is continuously'varied. ‘ _, ' 

*' 13.'Av.-compos,ite‘ ‘dieleetnic?mernber including a plu 
rality of asymmetrically s apedresonatorsof the order 
of one-quarter wavelength long spaced apart from one 
another‘ andrloriented in such‘_‘ a“ manner as to produce in 
said ‘member an s?ec?ve..<lielec_tri,c sqnstant greater than . 
one, and means for yaryingpthe orientation ‘of said resd 
nators 'whereby the“ dielectric’constant of ‘said member 
may be varied, Y ' - l‘ i _ . ' 

14. VA 'wavelrpropagation m?dium comprlsing one or 
morevlayersgof:composite material and having a propa 
gation constantgyeach ofpsaid layers including a‘ number 
of individual > rotatable 'l elements :lying . substantially _ in 
a plane and spaced apart?therein, each ‘element having 
anv axis ofrotation perpendicular to said plane, each ele 
ment formed by a pieceptofirnaterial‘having an asymmetri 
cally shaped. surfacchpe'rpendicular to themdirection of 
wave propagation through irsaidumedium, ‘and i?lealls i0! 
orienting: each ‘of ‘said ‘elements ‘whereby ‘the @?ectlve 
propagation constant of said medium canlbe' varied. 

.15.'~A:' wave propagationwni'?diull? ,QOIIIP‘ElSLiPg 9D‘? or 
more ‘layersvo?‘composite 7m teriaIY‘and-LhaVmgia propa 

" ‘ ‘_<1- ' ingia number 

plane and spaced apart therein, each; elemen‘tvliaving an 
axis" of rotation perpendicular: toisaid plane, each element 
formed; by a: .pirj;ce<of;m€1i¢§i§1 having an insymmetrically 
shapednsiirface. p erpendicuiar to ‘(the _‘ ddirectiqn of-_ wave 
propagation through saidimediurn, and means cnrnpnslng 

bétzhitially in i a ' 
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a magnetic ?eld for orienting each of said elements where 
by the e?ective propagation constant of said medium can 
be varied. 
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